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When you’re in a hole, stop digging. Good advice in business, in your marriage, and when running
the country. In the Federal Election just gone the nation chose to stop digging, just for a moment.
In the last IPA Review we analysed what a Shorten Government would have done in lockstep with
the ACTU, just by extending the ability of our industrial relations system to destroy jobs,
productivity and prosperity. A raft of other policies would have had negative effects rights across
the economy and society. The Liberals and Nationals did not have any great plans, and the
(promised) achievement of (just) bringing the Federal Budget into balance was illustrative of
limited ambitions.
But it worked, at least insofar as the election outcome is concerned. Australians are worried about
our national debt, and they chose the team that promised not to add to it. They are sick of bracket
creep silently confiscating their earnings, and opted for the promise of (partial) recompense.
They’re sick of red tape and officious bureaucrats, and opted for— wait, come to think of it, no
promises were made there at all… The culture wars were off the table, but for the first time in
memory we had a Federal Education Minister who at least seemed aware the creed of identity
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politics and culture of political correctness had taken over universities and schools. Through the
fog of the Morrison Government’s mist of mainstream messaging, there was a vague sense at
least one Minister preferred things not get any worse. So, a sigh of relief; a pause in anxiety of
more to come. But rust never sleeps.
The dynamics of our economy and society are such that even while doing nothing, things can and
will get worse. The economic agenda post-election was stolen by the Reserve Bank, led by a man
Lowe by name and low by nature, at least when it comes to interest rates. The reduction of the
bank rate to record low levels is a sign of deep concerns about the state of the economy, and of
our economic mandarins being bereft of ideas. Lowering interest rates has not and will not deliver
renewed investment or confidence, and we’re still destroying the value of money just as other
countries have discovered such remedies do not work (read Oliver Hartwich on the Euro debacle).
For God’s sake, stop digging. And while you’re at it, do not create new means to divide Australia
by race; do not add further rights and anti-discrimination laws when existing ones have done so
much to destroy our culture of freedom; do not put commissars in the boardrooms of companies
already drowning in red tape; and do not feed the purveyors of identity politics in our schools and
universities. Stop digging.
To escape this hole we need positive ideas and measures. Managerialism might manage a
budget, but won’t lead towards a competitive, secure and confident future. Features on liberalism
and conservativism in this issue outline principles to guide us forward. Daniel Wild sets out just
some of what needs to be done. The IPA will draw on these principles while putting forward a
range of such measures to engage in the contest of ideas.
This Editorial appeared in the August 2019 edition of the IPA Review. Articles from this edition will
be progressively unlocked online during September and October. To access articles immediately
and receive the IPA Review on a regular basis, join the IPA here.
You can view the Cover and the Table of Contents here.
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